Science
Communication Small
Grants
FAQ
Who is qualified to the Science Communication small grants?
− This call is open to Egyptian nationals who participated in FameLab Egypt
competition since 2009 to 2020 or has passion for science Communication.

How many grants can one applicant get?
− Each applicant can apply with more than one proposal, one on the professional
development and one on the community engagement work. Which means that
each applicant could get up to 2 grants.

What is the deadline to implement your course or community project?
− Grantees who are applying to a science communication course are expected to
finish by the end of December 2021.
− Grantees who are applying to a community project, should finish activities by the
end of December 2021.

How much is the grant?
− Grantees could get a maximum grant of £1000; the grant will be delivered in
Egyptian pounds equivalent. We are expecting to fund up to 20 grants.
−

Grants will be paid through bank transfer or cheques for those who doesn’t have
a bank account.

www.britishcouncil.org.eg

Can activities be conducted outside Egypt?
− For the community engagement work, the activities should be in Egypt but could
include links or partnerships with UK organizations or FameLab Alumni
internationally.

How to report the expenditure of the grant?
− Grantees are expected to follow the British Council core requirement of grant
reporting based on qualitative and quantitative reporting.
− Grantees are also required to submit a full financial report.

How to report Impact?
− Grantees can report the impact of the grant through case studies templates, they
are also encouraged to share this through blogs, video clips or documentaries.
− Grantees can also use surveys and analyses used to check their community
project impact.

How to answer the impact question if you are applying for capacity building
course?
− You will need to show the impact of the grant received on your practical life and
how you would be able to benefit and how you would be able to influence the
Egyptians through science communication.
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